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single-molecule junctions and large-area 
junctions comprising self-assembled mono-
layers (SAMs). The majority of studies on 
effects that rely on external inputs, such 
as conductance switching, are observed 
ex situ, i.e., new junctions are formed and 
characterized instead of molecules being 
switched in-place, be they single-molecule 
break-junctions in which molecules are 
repeatedly trapped and released[14] or 
large-area junctions formed by raising and 
lowering a tip on top of a SAM.[9] Static, 
single-molecule junctions that exhibit in 
situ conductance switching often suffer 
from instability at room temperature and 
low yield of working junctions;[8,15] device-
like, large-area junctions comprising 
SAMs, on the contrary, have demonstrated 
reproducible conductance switching at 
ambient conditions.[3,16] Technological 
applications of molecular electronics, par-

ticularly in computation, will require in situ and in operando 
(during operation) switching, which can be accomplished by 
exploiting reconfigurable molecular self-assembly and the prop-
erties of charge transport at the molecular scale to affect the 
electrical properties of a molecular-electronic device while in 
operation.[17]

Self-assembled bilayers (SABs) of triethylene-glycol-function-
alized fulleropyrrolidines (PTEG-1) are a drop-in replacement 
for conventional thiol-based SAMs as an air-stable platform 
for molecular (tunneling) junctions.[18] The interdigitation of 
glycol ethers (GEs) drives the formation of a bilayer with tun-
able charge transport properties via reversible exchange with 
arbitrary GEs. SABs of GE-functionalized fullerenes exhibit 
asymmetric charge transport, but this phenomenon is absent 
in monolayers of PTEG-1, for which the dominant mechanism 
of charge transport is non-resonant tunneling.[18] The origins of 
asymmetric charge transport in molecular junctions are often 
ascribed to: 1) the formation of a Schottky diode,[19] 2) Stark 
shifts in molecular orbitals,[9,20,21] 3) the alignment between the 
molecular dipole moment and the external electric field[22,23] 
or 4) bias-dependent, thermally activated processes mediated 
by molecular frontier orbitals combined with non-resonance 
tunneling, which we will refer to as the tunneling–hopping 
mechanism.[24–26] SAMs of alkanethiols bearing fullerene head-
groups exhibit asymmetric charge transport that is ascribed to 
a thermally activated process (the hopping part of tunneling-
hopping) mediated by the lowest unoccupied π-state (LUPS) 
of the fullerene cage; the LUPS is pushed out of resonance at 

The reconfiguration of molecular tunneling junctions during operation via 
the self-assembly of bilayers of glycol ethers is described. Well-established 
functional groups are used to modulate the magnitude and direction of 
rectification in assembled tunneling junctions by exposing them to solutions 
containing different glycol ethers. Variable-temperature measurements confirm 
that rectification occurs by the expected bias-dependent tunneling–hopping 
mechanism for these functional groups and that glycol ethers, besides being 
an unusually efficient tunneling medium, behave similarly to alkanes. Memory 
bits are fabricated from crossbar junctions prepared by injecting eutectic Ga–In 
(EGaIn) into microfluidic channels. The states of two 8-bit registers were set by 
trains of droplets such that they are able to perform logical AND operations on bit 
strings encoded into chemical packets that alter the composition of the crossbar 
junctions through self-assembly to effect memristor-like properties. This proof-of-
concept work demonstrates the potential for fieldable devices based on molecular 
tunneling junctions comprising self-assembled monolayers and bilayers.

Ever-evolving, modern computing hardware, from processors to 
memory storage, relies on electronic components of extremely 
small size and high energy efficiency.[1] Molecular tunneling 
junctions, in which the charge transport properties of mole-
cules are exploited in devices, have considerable potential in 
this context because subtle changes at the atomic scale can 
translate into unique and useful effects at the device level.[2,3] 
By exploiting the chemical nature of molecular electronics, 
these effects are exemplified in photoisomerization,[4–8], proto-
nation,[9,10] electrostatic gating,[11,12] reduction–oxidation,[13] etc., 
giving rise to molecular resistors and molecular diodes in both 
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reverse bias, effectively decreasing the rate of charge transport 
by reverting to non-resonant tunneling (the tunneling part of 
tunneling–hopping).[27] Although the fragility of the thiol-SAMs 
precluded the confirmation of the tunneling–hopping mecha-
nism by variable-temperature measurements, evidence sug-
gests that is the same well-established mechanism by which 
ferrocenes rectify, except the polarity is reversed because unoc-
cupied orbitals mediate the bias-dependent, thermally activated 
processes rather than occupied orbitals.[28]

Here, we establish that the GE phase in the SAMs of PTEG-1 
serves as an efficient tunneling medium, but does not effect 
rectification and that both ferrocene (FcTEG) and fullerene 
moieties can be exchanged into the SAB to form GESAMs (i.e., 
SABs in which the top layer is exchanged for another GE); in 
both cases, rectification is mediated by the frontier orbitals of 
the moiety, which we were able to confirm with variable-tem-
perature measurements due to the robustness of SABs. The 
absence of rectification induced by the GE phase suggests that 
the dipoles arising from the polar C─O bonds are either too 
disordered or insufficient in magnitude to effect rectification 
via mechanism (3), but further study is needed to ascertain the 
precise ordering of the chains and conformation-dependent 
phenomena such as odd–even effects and the influence of 
dipoles on the rate of charge transport.[29,30] Tunneling junc-
tions comprising GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG produce dis-
tinctively different rectification ratios (R = |J(+)|/|J(−)|, where J 
is current density) that are in good agreement with literature 
vis-á-vis which frontier orbitals participate in the thermally-
activated processes that lead to rectification (i.e., mechanism 
(4) above).[24,27] By utilizing the surface tension of EGaIn top 
electrodes, we demonstrate in operando modulation of rec-
tification in reconfigurable molecular junctions comprising 
SABs of PTEG-1. Furthermore, by incorporating junctions 
into microfluidic channels, we were able to leverage this novel 
form of in situ switching to encode stochastic data in chemical 
packets (in the form of droplets) to form solid-state memory. 
This rudimentary stochastic computing demonstrates the 
potential for molecular (tunneling) junctions to process infor-
mation in the form of probabilities,[31,32] facilitating the devel-
opment of useful molecular-electronic computation with 
intrinsic fault-tolerance.

We formed SABs of PTEG-1 by immersing freshly prepared, 
ultrasmooth, template-stripped (TS) Au substrates (AuTS) into a 
toluene solution of PTEG-1 for 24 h (see Experimental Section 
for details). The free PTEG-1 molecules in solution first formed 
a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on AuTS via chemisorption 
of the fullerene cage, followed by the growth of a second layer 
of PTEG-1 on top of the bottom layer via dipole–dipole interac-
tions between interdigitating GE chains (Figure 1a).[18] To form 
SAMs of PTEG-1, we rinsed the SABs of PTEG-1 with toluene to 
remove only the top layer, exposing the densely-packed, chem-
isorbed monolayer of PTEG-1. To form GESAMs of FcTEG (on 
PTEG-1, see the Supporting Information text, Figure S1–S3 and 
Figure S24, Supporting Information for synthesis and charac-
terization), we exchanged the top layer of the SABs of PTEG-1 
with FcTEG by immersing the SABs in a toluene solution of 
FcTEG for 24 h. The three samples exhibited distinct surface 
morphologies by atomic force microscopy (AFM), with rough-
ness of 0.455 nm for SAMs of PTEG-1, 0.435 nm for SABs of  
PTEG-1 and 0.185 nm for GESAMs of FcTEG (Figure S25, Sup-

porting Information). The water contact angle of the GESAMs 
of FcTEG (74°) confirms that the top layer of PTEG-1, which 
has a contact angle of 68°, is replaced by FcTEG and that the 
exchange process does not result in a SAM of PTEG-1, which 
has a contact angle of 45° (Table  S3, Supporting Information) 
or a monolayer of FcTEG in which the ferrocene moiety acts 
as anchoring group. We further confirmed the transitions from 
SABs of PTEG-1 (11.9 to 13.4 Å) to SAMs of PTEG-1 (25.1 to 
27.0 Å) and GESAMs of FcTEG (21.5 to 22.2 Å) by measuring 
their respective thicknesses using ellipsometry and angle-
resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR-XPS); these data 
are summarized in Tables S2, S4, and S5, Supporting Informa-
tion. Moreover, the XPS spectra of the SABs of PTEG-1 and 
the GESAMs of FcTEG in Figure S27, Supporting Information 
show that the C─C (284.5 eV), C=C/C─N (285.9 eV) and C─O 
(288.7 eV) peaks of the C 1s region and the O─C (532.0 eV) 
peaks of the O 1s region are in good agreement with the spectra 
of the SAMs of PTEG-1, further confirming the presence of the 
PTEG-1 anchoring layer after exchange. The peaks of Fe2p3/2 
(707.9 eV) and Fe2p1/2 (720.83 eV) in the XPS spectrum of the 
FcTEG GESAMs (Figure S27i, Supporting Information) are 
in perfect agreement with the literature[33] and indicate that 
FcTEG exchanges with the SABs of PTEG-1 to form the target 
GESAMs on PTEG-1.

We characterized the charge transport properties of the SAMs 
of PTEG-1 and the GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG (which differ 
from the SABs of PTEG-1 only in that they are formed by exchange 
subsequent to the initial SAB formation, as described above) by 
contacting them with conical tips of eutectic gallium indium 
(EGaIn)[34] or Au-coated AFM tips (AuAFM) to form junctions with 
the structure AuTS/(GE)SAM//EGaIn or AuTS/(GE)SAM/AuAFM 
where “/” denotes interfaces defined by chemisorption and “//” 
by physisorption. We used these high-throughput techniques to 
help elucidate the charge transport properties of the self-assem-
blies in tunneling junctions without the need to fabricate devices. 
We found a significantly higher conductance from the SAMs of 
PTEG-1 than the GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG in both EGaIn 
and conductive probe AFM (CP-AFM) junctions (Figure  1b,d), 
which is in good agreement with our previous observations[18] and 
reflects the sensitivity of tunneling charge transport properties to 
thickness. The absolute currents flowing through CP-AFM junc-
tions comprising the GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG exceed the 
dynamic range of the opamps of CP-AFM at low biases, hence we 
plotted their I–V curves in linear scale for comparison over elec-
trical conductance. As we extended the bias window, the junctions 
comprising GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG produced asym-
metric J–V curves with opposite dependence on bias, for example, 
|J(+)| > |J(−)| for GESAMs of PTEG-1 and |J(+)| < |J(−)| for GESAMs 
of FcTEG (Figure 1b). The difference is most prominent at ±1.5 V, 
where the conductance of the GESAMs of PTEG-1 is almost the 
same as that of SAMs of PTEG-1 at 1.5 V, but significantly lower 
at −1.5 V. The conductance of the GESAMs of FcTEG exhibited 
the same trend, but with opposite dependence on bias. The rec-
tification ratios (R = |J(+)|/|J(−)|) reach a maximum of R = 88 for 
the junctions comprising GESAMs of PTEG-1 and a minimum 
of R = 6.9 × 10−3 for the junctions comprising GESAMs of FcTEG 
(Figure 1c). These values are comparable to that of conventional 
SAMs of fullerene/ferrorcene-functionalized alkanethiols.[24,27,35] 
The results from CP-AFM junctions are in good agreement with 
those from EGaIn junctions (Figure 1d,e); the differences in the 
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onset of rectification are consistent with our previous work com-
paring EGaIn and CP-AFM data.[27] Interestingly, the EGaIn junc-
tions comprising the SAMs of PTEG-1 exhibited slightly asym-
metric J–V curves (R < 10 at 1.5 V), while the CP-AFM junctions 
of the SAMs exhibited symmetric I–V curves.

There are two components to elucidating the mechanism of 
rectification: 1) the role of GE chains in the charge transport 

properties of the self-assemblies and 2) the mechanism of 
charge transport in the tunneling junctions comprising the 
GESAMs of PTEG-1 and FcTEG. To evaluate the role of the 
GE chains, we grew two series of SAMs, one from fullerenes 
bearing GE chains (FP-EGn, n = 2, 3, 4, 5, where PTEG-1 corre-
sponds to n = 3; see Supporting Information and Figures S4 and 
S5, Supporting Information for synthesis and characterization) 

Figure 1. Characterization of the self-assembled monolayers and bilayers of PTEG-1 and FcTEG. a) A schematic of the transition from a self-assembled 
monolayer of PTEG-1 into the bilayers of PTEG-1 and PTEG-1/FcTEG via reversible exchange. b) Plots of log |J| versus potential for AuTS/PTEG-1//
EGaIn, AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//EGaIn junctions. c) Plots of log |R| versus potential of AuTS/PTEG-1//EGaIn, 
AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//EGaIn junctions. d) Plots of I versus potential for AuTS/PTEG-1//AuAFM, AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//
AuAFM and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//AuAFM junctions. Enlarged I−V curves of AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//AuAFM and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//AuAFM junctions 
are shown in the inset. e) Plots of log |R| versus potential of AuTS/PTEG-1//AuAFM, AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//AuAFM and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//AuAFM 
junctions. The error bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
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and one from fullerenes bearing alkyl chains (FP-Cn, n = 5, 7, 
9, 11; see Supporting Information and Figures S6–S23, Sup-
porting Information for synthesis and characterization) on 
AuTS, among which PTEG-1 and FP-C11 have the same number 
of (non-hydrogen) atoms in the backbones of the GE/alkyl 
chains. Surface morphology measured by AFM confirmed the 
formation of monolayers instead of SABs (Figure S25, Sup-
porting Information). We measured the dependence of the 
electrical conductance of the SAMs of FP-EGn and FP-Cn 
on the lengths of the molecules they comprise by forming 
AuTS/FP-EGn (or FP-Cn)//EGaIn (or AuAFM) junctions, which 
is summarized in Figure 2. We observed a decrease in conduct-
ance with increasing lengths of the GE chains attached to the 
fullerene cages in the FP-EGn SAMs and the analogous alkyl 
chains in the FP-Cn SAMs in both EGaIn (Figure  2a,b) and 
CP-AFM junctions (Figure  2d,e). Figure  2c,f show this expo-
nential dependence of J (from EGaIn junctions) and I (from 
CP-AFM junctions) on the number of (non-hydrogen) atoms in 
the GE/alkyl chains (that is, carbon/oxygen for FP-EGn, carbon 
for FP-Cn), from which we extracted the tunneling decay coef-
ficient β using the equation J = J0e−β d, where d is the width of 
the tunneling barrier, in this case defined by molecular-length, 
and J0 is the theoretical value of J when d = 0. We measured β 
at ±0.5 V and ±1 V from EGaIn junctions and ±1 and ±1.5 V 
from CP-AFM junctions. We found β = 0.26 atom−1 in EGaIn 
junctions and β = 0.40 atom−1 in CP-AFM junctions for FP-EGn 
SAMs; β = 1.08 atom−1 in EGaIn junctions and β = 0.94 atom−1 
in CP-AFM junctions for FP-Cn SAMs (Figure  2c,f). The  

consensus value of β at ±0.5 V for tunneling junctions comprising 
alkanethiols on AuTS is ≈1.10 atom−1 (Figure S28, Supporting 
Information).[36] A similar value of β from the SAMs of FP-Cn 
indicates the dominant mechanism of charge transport is non-
resonant tunneling through trans-extended alkyl chains, while 
the fullerene cage acts as an anchoring group, analogous to 
sulfur in thiol-SAMs.[18] It also confirms that the alkyl chains 
are sufficiently densely-packed to define a tunneling barrier. 
The observation of a lower value of β for SAMs of FP-EGn than 
for SAMs of FP-Cn is commensurate with previous studies in 
which the authors ascribe the lower value of β for EG chains to 
superexchange coupling between the lone pairs on neighboring 
oxygen atoms.[37] The alignment of dipole moments has also 
been shown to influence the rate of tunneling charge transport, 
which may explain the subtle differences in the J–V character-
istics.[29,30] A similar explanation for SAMs of FP-EGn is plau-
sible, given the comparable values of β for both the alkyl- and 
GE-functionalized fullerenes to their thiol counterparts. The 
evolution of J for both AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn junctions 
and AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//EGaIn junctions under varying 
temperature prove that the tunneling–hopping mechanism, 
mediated by the frontier states of the ferrocene and fullerene 
moieties from the top layer, is responsible for the generation 
of rectification as summarized in Figure S37, Supporting Infor-
mation and in good agreement with studies on thiol-SAMs.[24,27] 
(As discussed above, the term tunneling–hopping refers to 
the coexistence of tunneling and a thermally activated hop-
ping process and not a transition between pure tunneling and 

Figure 2. Characterization of the charge transport properties of the self-assembled monolayers of FP-EGn (n = 2, 3, 4, 5) and FP-Cn (n = 5, 7, 9, 11). 
a,b) Plots of log |J| versus potential of AuTS/FP-EGn//EGaIn (a) and AuTS/FP-Cn//EGaIn (b) junctions. c) Plots of log |J| determined at −1, −0.5, 0.5, and 
1 V in EGaIn junctions versus the number of non-hydrogen atoms in oligoGEs of FP-EGn molecules and in the alkyl chains of FP-Cn molecules (the 
oxygen attached to the phenyl group is not counted). d,e) Plots of I versus potential of AuTS/FP-Cn//AuAFM (d) and AuTS/FP-Cn//AuAFM (e) junctions. 
Enlarged I–V curves of the two longer molecules from both junctions are shown in the insets. f) Plots of log |I| determined at −1.5, −1, 1, and 1.5 V in 
CP-AFM junctions versus the number of non-hydrogen atoms in the oligoGEs of FP-EGn molecules and in the alkyl chains of FP-Cn molecules (the 
oxygen attached to the phenyl group is not counted). The error bars are the 95% confidence intervals. The dotted lines are linear fits to the data points.
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pure hopping.[28]) The activation energies of the hopping pro-
cesses ((69.04 ± 3.14) meV for AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn 
junctions and (57.54 ± 3.63) meV for AuTS/PTEG-1//FcTEG//
EGaIn junctions) reflect the barrier to charge-injection at the 
GESAM//EGaIn interface (see Supporting Information for 
details).[38] Together, these experiments confirm that the mecha-
nism of rectification in thiol-SAMs is generalizable and appli-
cable to GESAMs and that the presence of GE chains does not 
significantly affect charge transport.

While it is important to verify the mechanism of rectifica-
tion in GESAMs, the ability of fullerenes and ferrocenes to 
affect rectification is not new; however, combined with the 
unique properties of GESAMs, these molecules can be used 
to modulate rectification while a junction is being observed 
under bias. This in operando control over the properties of a 
tunneling junction is a technological step forward from in situ 
and in-place modulation[9] and, unlike conductance-switching,[8] 
is unique to molecular tunneling junctions. To allow for 
exchange in assembled AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn junc-
tions, we formed them by contacting the GESAMs of PTEG-1 
with conical EGaIn tips in a microfluidic channel with pre-
cise control over back pressure (see Experimental Section for 
details), as shown in Figure 3a,b; the junction is situated in the 
semicircular opening of the channel in the inset of Figure 3b. 
We then injected neat toluene or a toluene solution of PTEG-1 
into the channel to immerse the junction completely at a rate 
of 1 mL h−1 for 20 s, followed by an air flow for 40 s to remove 
the excess liquid. Once a junction was formed, all compo-
nents, including the syringe, EGaIn tip, substrate, and micro-

fluidic channel remained static throughout the experiments. 
We performed ten cycles of neat toluene → PTEG-1 solution 
on 20 junctions. The resulting J–V curves are summarized in 
Figure 3c. We observed a reversible transition from asymmetric 
J–V curves corresponding to GESAMs of PTEG-1, both in con-
ductance and the direction of rectification, to symmetric J–V 
curves corresponding to SAMs of PTEG-1 and vice versa. The 
evolution of log |R| (i.e., the rectification ratio on a logarithmic 
scale) measured at 1 V in Figure  3d shows the switching 
between the GESAMs of PTEG-1 (log|R| ≈ 2.5) and the SAMs of 
PTEG-1 (log|R| ≈ 0.2) with an on/off ratio of 200 over ten cycles 
in 20 min. Control junctions of AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn 
measured with air flow, but in the absence of toluene or PTEG-1,  
resulted in an invariant log|R| ≈ 2.5, proving that rectification is 
affected by exposure to neat toluene and the toluene solutions 
of PTEG-1. As shown in Figure 3a, we hypothesize that in oper-
ando switching from high log |R| to low log |R| occurs because 
toluene reversibly dewets EGaIn from the (GE)SAMs of PTEG-1;  
neat toluene removes the top layer of PTEG-1 converting a 
GESAM (back) to a SAM, while the solutions of PTEG-1 restore 
the top layer converting a SAM back to a GESAM.

For further insight into the role of dewetting, we formed 
AuTS/PTEG-1//EGaIn junctions by contacting SAMs of PTEG-1 
with conical EGaIn tips in a microfluidic channel and recorded 
their J–V curves in three states: 1) before the injection of tol-
uene, 2) with the junctions completely immersed in toluene, 
and 3) after the removal of toluene (Figure S30b, Supporting 
Information). Figure S30c, Supporting Information showed 
almost indistinguishable J–V curves, corresponding to the 

Figure 3. Characterization of the in operando modulation of rectification in EGaIn junctions. a) A schematic showing the transition between PTEG-1 
monolayer and bilayer in a EGaIn junction in the presence of toluene or PTEG-1 solution. b) The structure of the junction for in operando modulation 
of rectification under optical microscopy. The inset is a zoomed-out image of the microfluidic channel on AuTS substrate. The scale bar of the inset is 
1 mm. c) Plots of log |J| versus potential of AuTS/PTEG-1//EGaIn junctions over ten cycles of in operando modulation. d) The evolution of log |R| at 1 V 
of AuTS/PTEG-1//EGaIn junctions over ten cycles of in operando modulation over 20 min, in comparison to control. The error bars are the standard 
deviations of the means.
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SAMs of PTEG-1, of the junctions in (1) and (3), but signifi-
cantly lower conductance in (2). These results suggest that the 
EGaIn electrodes were in contact with the SAMs in (1) and (3) 
and that the effective contact area did not differ, but that in state 
(2) the EGaIn detached, at least partly, from the SAM; i.e., in 
the presence of toluene EGaIn dewets from the SAM and that, 
when it rewets in the absence of toluene, the contact area is 
restored, suggesting a process that is governed by interfacial 
free-energy. Using the Young–Laplace equation, we calculated 
the contact angle at the toluene/EGaIn interface in the junc-
tions to be 87.5°, meaning it is energetically favorable for tol-
uene to dewet EGaIn from the SAMs of PTEG-1 (see Supporting 
Information for details). Varying the SAM/solvent and SAM/
EGaIn interfaces by repeating the experiment on EGaIn junc-
tions comprising SAMs of hexadecanethiolate (SC16) produced 
similar results (Figure S1, Supporting Information), but with 
more junction-to-junction variance in conductance, supporting 
the hypothesis that the regeneration of the junctions depends 
entirely on the interfacial free-energies between toluene, EGaIn 
and the SAM. (The increase in variance is most likely a mani-
festation of the fragility of thiol-SAMs.) Although we could 
not observe the details of how EGaIn tips deform and regen-
erate or possible changes in the packing of the SAMs, the data 
strongly support a reversible process in which EGaIn reversibly 
contracts and dewets in the presence of toluene and returns to 
its original shape upon removal of toluene (Figure S30a, Sup-
porting Information).

While robust, in-place conductance switching has obvious 
applications in memory[3] and the spatial encoding of (binary) 
data,[39] in operando switching provides the opportunity to 
interact with bitstreams in a manner that leverages the unique 
properties of molecular tunneling junctions. In informa-
tion theory, the maximum rate at which information can flow 
though a channel is limited by noise, which is often referred 
as the Shannon limit.[40] In practice, this theory defines the 
efficiency of compression and error-correction schemes on 
linear bitstreams, in which numbers are represented by the 
precise ordering of bits, the integrity of which is verified by the 
inclusion of additional information such as checksums;[41] if 
a pre-defined length of bits fails a check it must be corrected 
or retransmitted. In stochastic computing, numbers are repre-
sented by probabilities of bits rather than exact sequences.[31] 
For example, instead of representing 1

3
 as a decimal number 

encoded in a fixed-length string of bits in a precise order, it is 
encoded in a bitstream of arbitrary length and order in which 
1
3  of the bits are 1’s, making it tolerant to bit-flips (i.e., errors). 
Thus, stochastic computing is a method for transmitting data 
near the Shannon Limit without the overhead of correction 
and retransmission, which is useful for neural networks that 
process information through layers of weighted probabilistic 
nodes, rather than the standard von Neumann architecture 
where linear bitstreams are continuously transmitted between 
memory and processing units. Although stochastic computing 
can be simulated in software, only hardware implementations 
can realize these advantages. In our implementation, trains of 
droplets form bitstreams that are read out by AuTS/PTEG-1//
EGaIn junctions. Since the state of the junction is entirely 
defined by interfacial free-energies, the timing and direction of 
the bitstream do not matter and the system can be started and 

stopped without affecting its state; conventional computation 
requires constant power and a clock to synchronize operations 
to registers. As shown in Figure  4a, the presence or absence 
of PTEG-1 in toluene droplets defines bits in chemical packets 
that are compartmentalized by air barriers (bubbles). These 
droplets define the state of EGaIn junctions by affecting their 
composition (denoted as a transfer operation), which can be 
read out either as a rectification ratio (which is self-referencing) 
or a conductance (threshold) from the junctions to complete a 
read operation, translating information encoded in chemical 
packets to electrical signals.

Rather than relying on conical tips, we fabricated 150 µm-wide  
EGaIn microelectrodes confined between arrays of 
periodically-positioned posts using the reported method[42,43] 
(Figure  4b) to form crossbar junctions comprising GESAMs  
of PTEG-1 with AuTS bottom electrodes (50 µm wide) flanked 
by 450 µm -wide microfluidic channels that deliver chemical 
packets to modulate the conductance of junctions. We defined 
an 8-bit register from eight junctions, each of which functions 
as a memory bit, such that an 8-bit string could be read out 
from the values of log |J| measured at −1 V. High-conductance 
states, defined by a junction comprising a SAM, represent 1’s 
and low-conductance states, defined by a junction comprising 
a GESAM, represent 0’s. (The additional microfluidic chan-
nels in Figure  4a are necessary to stabilize the central chan-
nels that define the 8-bit register.) All strings started with all 
memory bits (junctions) in 0 states because they were formed 
from pristine GESAMs of PTEG-1. To change the state of a 
memory bit in a transfer operation, we delivered chemical 
packets to the corresponding junction by injecting droplets of 
toluene to set a 1 or toluene solution of PTEG-1 to set a 0. Meas-
uring the current through the junction completes the read 
operation. We chose log |J| at −1 V as the observable to differ-
entiate bits to stress the in operando nature of the register—
i.e., with a constant bias of −1 V applied to the EGaIn electrode, 
the current changes in real time as subsequent transfer and 
read operations modulate the state of the register. (Measuring 
log |R|, which is shown in Figure S34, Supporting Informa-
tion is, in principle, more robust because it is self-referencing, 
obviating the need to define a threshold current, but it neces-
sitates applying at least two different biases to the junctions 
for each read operation.) Figure 4c summarizes the evolution 
of log |J| as the state of each memory bit changes in response 
to different chemical packets in two, separate 8-bit registers 
(i.e., two microfluidic chips comprising crossbar junctions) 
throughout two full transfer/read operations in compar-
ison to two control registers on which only the read opera-
tion was performed (Figure S33, Supporting Information). 
The memory bits showed a clear distinctions between the 1 
and 0 states in their distribution of log |J| (Figure  4d), which 
is in good agreement with the J–V characteristics of the SAMs 
and GESAMs of PTEG-1 in EGaIn junctions (Figure 1b). The 
distinction between states is resolvable down to a read bias 
of −0.1 V (Figure S35, Supporting Information), highlighting 
their potential energy efficiency.

To demonstrate rudimentary stochastic computation, we 
encoded numbers into 8-bit strings (i.e., chemical packets of 
either neat toluene or solutions of PTEG-1) probabilistically 
and fed them through a register. In the examples shown in 
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Figure 4e, we encoded 1
4  as {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0}, 1

2
 as either 

{1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1} or {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0}, and 3
4

 as {1, 0, 1, 1, 
1, 0, 1, 1}. Multiplying the strings stored in the registers using 
AND gate logic resulted in the probabilities shown in Equation 
(1), which give the correct answers: × =1

4

1

2

1

8
 and × =1

2

3

4

3

8
.

1. {0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0} & {1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1} {0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0}
1
8

2. {0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0} & {1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1} {0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0}
3
8

= ≡

= ≡
 

 (1)
The representation of probability was neither limited to a 

certain arrangement of bits, as representing 1
2

 as {1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 
1, 0, 1} and {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0} both gave the correct answer, 
nor the length of the string, which is defined by the length of 
the register (i.e., the number of crossbar junctions); increasing 
the length of the register only improves accuracy and error-
tolerance. Although the AND operation was performed by 
hand, these results demonstrate that the robustness and fidelity 
of the GESAM  SAM interconversion is sufficient to perform 

multiple logical operations that effectively convert information 
stored in microfluidic droplets into electrical signals.

The usefulness of molecular tunneling junctions, particularly 
in the context of integration with existing integrated circuits, 
is ultimately constrained by the stability of tunneling junc-
tions and the ability to change their properties with external 
inputs. Single-molecule junctions are transient by nature and 
SAMs of thiols are fragile; however, GESAMs are air-stable 
and sufficiently mechanically robust to undergo self-assembly 
in operando to change their composition, creating a platform 
to realize the incredible gamut of control afforded by Chem-
istry in fieldable devices. Using only two compounds, we have 
shown devices that can interconvert between resistor and diode 
with control over the direction and magnitude of rectification 
and, while similar outputs can be realized using field-effect 
transistors, GESAMs accomplish it by physically converting 
between fundamental circuit elements that retain their states 
when power is interrupted. Using the same concept, we con-
structed 8-bit registers capable of reading information with suf-
ficient fidelity to perform stochastic computing by converting 

Figure 4. Stochastic computation using two bit strings fabricated from AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn crossbar junctions in microfluidic channels. a) A 
schematic showing the translation between liquid state input and solid state output in AuTS/PTEG-1//PTEG-1//EGaIn crossbar junctions in operando. 
b) Photographs of an 8-bit register. We positioned EGaIn microelectrode orthogonally to the AuTS electrodes to form crossbar junctions that define the 
memory bits of the register. The photograph on the right is a zoomed-in image of the left image. c) A schematic showing the changes in the current 
density of each memory bit of the two registers (register 1 on the left and 2 on the right) before and after two transfer operations. The numbers are 
current densities at −1 V in logarithmic scale (log|J [A cm−2]|). Red and yellow were assigned to represent off and on states of the memory bits. d) The 
distribution of the current densities at −1 V of all memory bits in the two transfer operations. e) A schematic showing stochastic computation using 
the two bit strings after two transfer operations.
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information stored in chemical packets as microfluidic droplets 
to electrical signals. Each memory bit functions like a mem-
ristor in that its electrical output depends on the past history of 
exposure to chemical packets and its state is not lost when it is 
de-energized, meaning the timing and direction of the chem-
ical packets do not matter. Also, because its electrical output is 
defined by its composition, the concepts demonstrated in this 
paper could be extended to any process capable of generating 
chemical signals and is not limited to stochastic computation. 
The underlying principle is the self-assembly of GESAMs, 
meaning that virtually any compound functionalized with a GE 
tail can be incorporated and, for example, the electrical proper-
ties of the memory bits could be used for sensing or dosimetry 
or combined with photo-switches for non-binary logic.

Experimental Section
Preparation of Monolayers and Bilayers of PTEG−1: Self-assembled 

monolayers and bilayers of PTEG−1 were prepared by incubating freshly 
cleaved 1 × 1 cm2 AuTS surfaces for 24 h in 1.2 mL of 0.5 × 10−3 m solutions 
in toluene at room temperature. To form monolayers, the substrates 
were rinsed gently with toluene (3 × 1 mL) and residual solvent on 
surface was removed by gently blowing N2. To form bilayers, the 
substrates were taken out of the solution and rinsed gently with toluene 
(0.5 mL), the residual solvent was gently blown away by N2.

Preparation of Bilayers of PTEG−1/FcTEG: Self-assembled bilayers of 
PTEG−1/FcTEG were prepared through exchange of PTEG−1 from its 
pristine bilayer with FcTEG over two steps. First, bilayers of PTEG−1 were 
formed by incubating freshly cleaved 1 × 1 cm2 AuTS surfaces for 24 h in 
1.2 mL of 0.5 × 10−3 m solutions in toluene at room temperature. The 
substrates were then incubated for 24 h in 5 mL of 5 × 10−3 m solution of 
FcTEG in toluene at room temperature. After incubation, they were taken 
out of the solution, gently rinsed with toluene (0.5 mL) and the residual 
solvent was blown away by N2.

EGaIn Measurement: The electrical measurement with EGaIn, as well 
as sample preparation and handling, was performed under ambient 
conditions. In the measurement, the sample was grounded and the EGaIn 
was biased. At least three samples were examined for monolayers/bilayers. 
The potential windows include the following: 1) 0 V → 1 V → −1 V → 0 V, 
steps of 0.05 V; (2) 0 V → 1.5 V → −1.5 V → 0 V, steps of 0.1 V. A total of 
five trace/retrace cycles were recorded for each junction, and shorts that 
occurred during the measurement (short upon contact with a bias of 1 V or 
during the cycle) were counted for the failure of junction.

In Operando Modulation: For modulation in EGaIn junctions with 
conical tips, liquid toluene or a toluene solution of PTEG−1 (0.5 × 10−3 m) 
was injected into the microfluidic channel using syringe pumps at a rate 
of 1 mL h−1 for 20 s. Then an air flow was introduced into the microfluidic 
channel by syringe for 40 s to remove toluene or the solution. The 
EGaIn conical tips were formed using a syringe with precise pressure 
control (pulse pressure 30.0 kPa, back pressure 1.30 kPa, EFD Ultimus 
V, Nordson). For modulation in EGaIn cross-bar junctions, the droplets 
of toluene or the toluene solution of PTEG−1 (0.5 × 10−3 m) were injected 
into the microfluidic channels (treated with oxygen plasma for 1 min 
and sequentially in the fume of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)
silane at low pressure in a desiccator for 30 min) through a customized 
Y-junction connected to two separate syringe pumps (Fusion 200, 
Chemyx, UK and NE-4000, New Era Pump Systems, Inc. USA) via PTFE 
tubing at a rate 0.05 mL h−1 (different flow rate between 0.01–0.05 mL h−1 
could be chosen to produce a stable droplet train for individual sample). 
After the droplets were successfully delivered to the specific junctions, 
the injection was stopped for 1 min and immediately replaced by a 
stream of air for 4 min to remove the solvent or the solution.

AFM Measurement: Conductive probe AFM (CP-AFM) was performed 
on a Bruker AFM Multimode MMAFM-2 equipped with a PeakForce 
TUNA application module (Bruker). In CP-AFM measurements, samples 

fabricated on AuTS substrates were contacted with an Au-coated silicon 
nitride tip with a nominal radius of 30 nm (NPG-10, Bruker, tip A: resonant 
frequency 65 kHz, spring constant: 0.35 N m−1) in TUNA mode with load 
force of 1.4 nN. The AFM tip was grounded and the sample was biased 
from −1.5 to +1.5 V and from +1.5 to −1.5 V to record the I–V curves (512 
data points per trace were taken): a maximum of 20 trace/retrace cycles 
per junction were performed. After every junction, the tip was withdrawn 
and moved to a different spot, and engaged again for a total of 50 
junctions over three samples analyzed. Between different samples a new 
tip was used. The data were analyzed with the same software used for 
EGaIn using the current I instead of the current density J.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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